
Ancient Pirate Treasure Map
Check list: 
1. white paper 
2.  crayons/pencil crayons
3.  tea bags
4.  black paint
5.  glue mix (white glue mixed with water)
6.  paint brush
7.  glitter
8.  craft jewels

Need help?
Watch the video: 
www.cbc.ca/kidscbc/artzooka

A-hoy! An Artzooka pirate map for ye and ye mateys!

Print out more makes from Kids’ CBC’s Artzooka: http://www.cbc.ca/kidscbc/artzooka

Rip the rest of the paper sides.

Use crayons or pencil crayons to 
draw a treasure map. White paper 
works best.
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To make the treasure map look really old, fray the 
edges. Start at the top corner of the map and slowly 
tear downwards. Move the strip back and forth as 
you tear to make the edge look really worn. 

Take a damp tea bag and use it 
as a sponge to wipe the whole 
map. The tea bag will stain the 
map a yellowy brown colour.  If 
the tea bag breaks, that’s ok – 
just work the tea leaves into the 
paper and it will make the map 
look even older !

Set the treasure 
map aside to dry.

Once the map is dry, place extra paper under the treasure 
map. Now dip the tea bag in watered-down black paint and 
wipe the paint along all of the edges of your map.  If you 
want you can use your finger to work the paint in !

Set the treasure 
map aside to dry.

Brush the glue mix all over the 
map.  This will give it a shiny finish.

If you want, you can even sprinkle glitter and add craft jewels 
to your map while the glue is still wet !

Set the treasure 
map aside to dry.

Once the map is dry, crumple it 
up. Now it looks like an ancient 
pirate map!
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TIP:  If you used water-based 
markers to draw your map, 
some of the lines might smudge 
a bit when you use the tea bag.  
Not to worry – you can always 
go over your lines later.

TIP:  Use your finger 
as a guide so that the 
tear doesn’t go too far 
into your map.


